This paper looks at the development of tax reform in Australia in the light of the rise of neoliberalism globally and its impact on tax policy. It argues that the fall in profit rates across the globe and the lack of class struggle in Australia have allowed neoliberalism and neoliberal tax policy to dominate the agenda. That agenda is to shift more wealth to capital to address falling profit rates and the Henry Tax Review is part of that process by both reducing taxes on capital and increasing tax burdens on labour. A return to class struggle offers the best opportunity to reintroduce equity into the tax debate.
I INTRODUCTION
In this paper I examine the neoliberal nature of Australia's Future Tax System Report, the Henry Tax Review. 1 Because tax is a deduction by the state from surplus value, 2 tax reform is about the form (the 'tax mix') and level of that state extraction. Given the decline in profit rates in much of the developed world since the late 1960s and early 1970s 3 and the collapse of strike levels in Australia since the mid-1990s, 4 neoliberal tax policy attempts to address this decline by reducing the State's share of surplus value and hence increasing the share going to capital without any resistance by workers as workers.
The rise of neoliberalism globally over the last 4 decades 5 and in Australia since 1983 6 can only be understood against this background of falling profit rates in the developed world 7 and, in relation specifically to Australia, the collapse in the level of class struggle here. The decades long policy and practical shift to and deepening of neoliberalism 8 is as true of tax policy as it is of other areas of policy. 9 One almost universal state response to falling profit rates has been to reduce taxes on capital. 10 Optimal tax theory is one justification for lessening taxes on capital and adopting other neoliberal tax policies.
Optimal tax theory is the idea '…that different activities respond to different degrees to the same level of taxation…' 11 Perhaps even more appropriately, in light of its arguments for differential taxation, it might also be described as the idea that different activities respond to in optimum ways to different levels of taxation. Optimal tax theory gives intellectual weight and justification to the process of reducing extractions from surplus value and thus improving the amount of surplus value going to capital. What underlies the Henry Tax Review is a pragmatic, almost disguised, adoption and adaptation of optimal tax theory, a form in my view of neoliberalism in tax theory and increasingly, although with some difficulty, 12 in tax policy and practice.
The paper is divided into 5 parts. Part II looks briefly at some indicators of and reasons for the collapse of class struggle in Australia and the impact this has had on the development of policy, including tax policy, in Australia. Part III examines what neoliberalism is and the Australian Labor Party's embrace of the ideology in light of falling profit rates in the developed world and the lack of counterbalancing class struggle in Australia. In Part IV the paper looks at neoliberalism in the context of tax policy and the rise of optimal tax theory. It argues that the Henry Tax Review is both a reflection of that neoliberal trend and the catalyst for future deepening of neoliberal tax policy in Australia. The paper concludes that only a return to class struggle can put a progressive tax system back on the policy and political agenda.
Given the importance I attach to class struggle or lack of it in setting the political and economic environment and its flow through to tax policy and tax reform, what then has been happening to strike levels in Australia over the last 3 decades?
II THE COLLAPSE OF CLASS STRUGGLE IN AUSTRALIA
Tax is a deduction from surplus value. As Harman puts it taxes '…are part of the total social surplus value -part of the total amount by which the value of workers' output exceeds the cost of reproducing their labour power.' 13 The ultimate incidence of tax both in terms of the direct burden and indirectly though the impact on living standards, jobs, prices, profits, wages and so on depends on the level of class struggle in Australian society. That level today is very low. As Tom Bramble puts it class struggle has moved from the flood of the late 1960s to the ebb tide today, an ebb tide that began in 1983 with the election of the Hawke Labor government and which continues to this day. 14 Bramble says that '[t]he Accord marked the onset of the ebb tide in union affairs, a 12 For a discussion of both the difficulties of implementing optimal tax theory as on the ground policy, and the trend in policy towards optimal tax theory, of the 1960s and that background of militancy saw it adopt a number of progressive policies which also advantaged capital by producing a more educated and healthy workforce. 26 On the other hand a passive working class will accept, however unwillingly and reluctantly because of a sense of powerlessness, 27 the neoliberalisation of society, including shifts in national income to capital over time. 28 The tax system has contributed to this shift as it has become less progressive. 29 The reasons for a link between working class struggle and progressive and sometimes overtly pro-working class policies 30 part of that process of societal neoliberalisation. To this end the Rudd Labor government established the Henry Tax Review and its terms of reference focused on efficiency and the market rather than equity. These are the concerns of neoliberalism.
It is these two systemic drivers -a collapse in strikes in Australia and the fall in profit rates globally -that explain the turn to neoliberalism and its expression in Australia in the tax field in the neoliberal recommendations of the Henry Tax Review.
What then is neoliberalism?
III NEOLIBERALISM
It was Elizabeth Martinez and Arnoldo Garcia in an oft quoted piece who identified five main elements of economic neoliberalism -the rule of the market, cutting public expenditure for social services, deregulation, privatisation and eliminating the concept of public good or community and replacing it with individual responsibility. 38 This concentrates on the aims and outcomes of neoliberalism and not the mechanism for arriving at these outcomes, a strong state. Eddie Cimorelli identifies these deeper concerns. He says that '[n]eoliberalism is a particular organisation of capitalism. Its most basic feature is the use of the state to protect capital, impose market imperatives on society and curb the power of labour.' 39 Tax reform is about reinvigorating or protecting capital and the flow of profits. It reinforces or extends market imperatives by attempting to reduce the level of state extractions from surplus value nd allowing more to flow to capital for reinvestment.
Under neoliberalism the state uses its power to open up or impose the market on and across society and not all sectors will be accepting and compliant. Reducing the tax take of the state and its spending on the working class allows more surplus value to go to capital and hence back into the capital accumulation and production process. The state exercises its monopoly of legislative power to deliver tax cuts to capital and often spending cuts to labour.
What is the point of neoliberalism? As David Harvey puts it, neoliberalism is 'a political project to re-establish the conditions for capital accumulation and to restore the power forced a rethink on those who own capital and those who oversee the capital accumulation process, for example, capitalists, the state, the main political parties, high ranking managers, mainstream academics, think tanks, media commentators and the rest of the industry devoted to manufacturing consent. 41 That rethink was not aimed at re-establishing the class power of capital but reinforcing and strengthening its economic and political power of capital over labour, (i.e. the power they already had,) and thus increasing surplus value going to capital to address falling profit rates in the developed world. Neoliberalism is thus about the redistribution of surplus value, not its creation.
Of course, if the state reduces its tax take it allows more surplus to flow to capital and this will have short and long term consequences for accumulation and the creation of future surplus value, especially for small open economies like Australia. 42 The argument is that low taxes on capital attract foreign investment. The paradox is that success in diverting more surplus value back to capital and hence into accumulation or reinvestment doesn't of itself increase the amount of surplus value created. That occurs in the production process with the surplus value created by the labour of productive workers, that is, workers who produce goods and services for the market. What capital does is harness that process and appropriate that value. Tax cuts on capital and other pro-capital reforms do however reinforce the very production process -increasing investment in capital, the means of production, at a rate greater than in value producing labour 43 -that leads to declines in profit rates. 52 Because taxes, including those on workers, come out of the surplus value productive workers create they don't necessarily impact on the value of workers' labour power. If they do, and that depends on the level of class struggle among other factors, it may lead to battles over the real price of labour power, that is, the after tax wage. and is today above the OECD average.' 56 At the same time the tax and transfer system in Australia has become less able to address this growing income and wealth inequality.
The OECD has found that in Australia now '…taxes and benefits reduce inequality by 23%...' 57 The increase in inequality is a pre-tax issue, 58 suggesting its resolution will occur in that pre-tax environment, that is in the workplace in the battle over wages.
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Class struggle for better wages and thus great equality can then flow through to demands for greater equity and equality, including in tax. Tax reform can also be about redistributing surplus value among the hostile brothers.
This is especially so in the hands of a Labor Party which traditionally, because of its links to the trade union movement and in the past its lack of links to specific sections of capital, has sometimes been able to impose solutions that are at the expense of some of the hostile brothers but benefit them all. 65 The Minerals Resource Rent Tax (MRRT) and its proposed but ultimately doomed predecessor, the Resource Super Profits Tax, (RSPT), were attempts by the Labor government to tax the economic rent or super profits accruing to mining capital and to redistribute those profits to all capital through company tax cuts. 66 The tax on economic rent mimics competition by helping to equalise high profit rates back towards the average. 67 The failure to implement the RSPT and the structural weaknesses of the MRRT suggest that Labor's role of sometimes being able to impose solutions on some capitalists for the benefit of capital is in doubt.
68
The neoliberal move to the market was and is a global phenomenon. 69 Reductions in taxes on capital are part of that move -to allow more of the surplus value to go to capital and thus to be reinvested in further capital accumulation.
70
As profit rates in most of the developed world fell and continue to fall, tax policy in OECD country after OECD country has more and more been about the search for ways to address that decline. Government after government has attempted to remove tax burdens on capital and the rich, and return some of the surplus value taken by the state through for example tax cuts for capital in general. 71 It has seen company taxes cut and shifts to consumption taxes and flatter income tax systems. [T]he growing inequality in Anglo-American countries is, and will continue to be, one of the most serious social problems those societies face and that the tax system is both a necessary and appropriate instrument for mitigating extremes of income and wealth distribution. Somewhat surprisingly, Australia's Future Tax System had almost nothing to say about the use of the tax system to achieve a more equitable distribution of income…'
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To understand why, we need to look a little more closely at the Henry Tax Review and neoliberal optimal tax theory, in my view the underlying philosophy of the Review. challenges, that makes us internationally competitive, and that creates the incentives to invest in our productive capacity.'
IV NEOLIBERALISM, OPTIMAL TAX THEORY AND THE HENRY TAX REVIEW

90
There remain a number of pressures on the Australian economy, governments and society. These include an ageing population, the shift of production to Asia, the ongoing integration of the Australian economy into the global economy, the fact that Australia is a capital importing nation, the mobility of finance capital, the desire of the Australian population for adequate spending on social services like health, education and aged care, environmental challenges and the global economic uncertainty unleashed by the GFC and continuing to today. -personal income, assessed on a more comprehensive base; -business income, with more growth-oriented rates and base; -private consumption, through broad, simple taxes; and -economic rents from natural resources and land, on comprehensive bases, noting that revenue from rent taxes will likely be more volatile than from the existing resource royalties it will replace.
105
Efficient taxes are about improving the capital accumulation process. They are an attempt to raise revenue in ways that impact less harmfully on the distribution of already existing surplus value and to make attractive the creation of surplus value in Australia by improving after tax rates of return for local and foreign investors. 106 Some of the most inefficient taxes are State and Territory taxes. 107 Neoliberalism dominates tax policy as much as it does all other economic policy. 108 One consequence is a concentration on efficiency. As Sholte puts it 'neoliberalism assigns priority to efficiency over equity when the two conflict.' 109 Conflict they do in times of economic decline. Thus the focus of tax policy has become efficiency. 110 That is why the Henry Tax Review talked almost exclusively about efficiency. 111 What is efficiency in a tax context? An efficient tax is a tax which does the least economic harm, or as the Review puts it: 'An efficient tax system involves taxes that result in relatively low losses in consumer welfare per dollar of revenue raised.' 112 The lesser this deadweight loss is, the more efficient the tax is. 113 118 The very inefficient ones include State and Territory taxes on payroll (because of the exemptions), insurance, and stamp duty on property conveyances. Other less inefficient ones include the income tax, especially company tax. 119 Ken Henry et al, above n 1(a), 29-30. The recommendation was for a $25,000 tax free threshold and a 35% tax rate for 97% of taxpayers. The Labor government rejected it because it would have meant an increase in tax paid by workers earning between $37,000 and $94000. 120 Ibid 40. It is currently 30%. Part of the argument in favour of reducing the company tax rate was that such a reduction would help attract highly mobile capital to Australia. Ken Henry et al, above n 1(a), 8. 121 Ibid 33. 122 Ibid 47-48. 123 Ibid 49.
outcomes with a progressive chimera.
124 Because it accepts that capital accumulation is the key to best or second best societal outcomes, 125 because rates of profit globally have been falling, because class struggles in Australia have collapsed dramatically in the last 30 years, capitalist efficiency, not equity, is the focus of optimal tax theory as a way to justify the transfer of more surplus value to capital compensate for the decline in profit rates. Even if in one or two specific developed countries their profit rates were or are holding up because of a mining boom, the global ideology of low taxes on capital that has spread from the US 126 means that tax reviews, academics, think tanks, politicians and others will repeat the mantra of low taxes, especially on capital, as a way to (re)invigorate the economy.
Optimal tax theory can be framed as a question. 'What is the optimal tax … for a government which has some social welfare function when a given revenue has to be raised without using lump sum taxes?' 127 Given that lump sum taxes are politically difficult to impose, optimal tax theory searches for second best options 128 and those include schedular tax systems, with no or low rates for capital, sheltering asset income, higher taxes on labour income, flat taxes on company income, a shift to consumption taxes and a flattening of progressive tax rates, most notably large reductions in the top marginal rates of high income earners.
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Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan look at some major elements of optimal tax theory.
According to them:
…[there are] eight general lessons suggested by optimal tax theory as it has developed in recent decades: 1) Optimal marginal tax rate schedules depend on the distribution of ability; 2) The optimal marginal tax schedule could decline at high incomes; 3) A flat tax, with a universal lump-sum transfer, could be close to optimal; 4) The optimal extent of redistribution rises with wage inequality; 5) Taxes should depend on personal characteristics as well as income; 6) Only final goods ought to be taxed, and typically they ought to be taxed uniformly; 7) Capital income ought to be un taxed, at least in 124 Some leftists support Optimal Tax Theory as progressive because of its theoretical potential to address systemic disadvantage, for example women and work. This I think misses the point that in a time of falling profit rates in much of the developed world and the lack of class struggle, and the resulting neoliberalisation of tax policy arising from these two fundamental drivers, such hopes appear fundamentally misplaced. expectation; and 8) In stochastic dynamic economies, optimal tax policy requires increased sophistication.
130
The search for a trade-off between the revenue needs of governments and the adverse impacts on work, investment, savings and consumption that various taxes can have 131 has produced broadly similar results across the developed world over the last 50 years. 132 They include the adoption of value added tax systems, flatter income tax rate structures, flat tax rates for capital income, sheltering of some forms of asset income from income tax, such as savings and housing, the demise of wealth and wealth transfer taxes, refundable tax credits, and states beginning to cast an eye over resource taxes, including rent taxes. 133 The Henry Tax Review recommended many of these optimal tax theory prescriptions or variations on them. So the Review wanted to concentrate revenue raising on 'four robust and efficient tax bases' encompassing a comprehensive personal income tax, growth oriented business income tax, a broad simple consumption tax and taxes capturing economic rents in resources and land. 134 The Henry Tax Review differentiates between personal income and business income, creating tax shelters 135 and cutting rates for business income. 136 In proposing a resource rent tax at 40% the Review recognised its potential efficiency. 137 The Review also recognised the potential efficiency of the current consumption tax, the GST, but lamented its lack of a truly comprehensive base 138 147 and suggests lower tax rates on capital for a growing economy. 148 If my argument that tax is a deduction from surplus value is correct, and against the background of a tendency of profit rates to fall, then optimal tax theory reflects and reinforces the search for more efficient taxes and taking less from surplus value, leaving more for the non-state hostile brothers to receive and fight over. It is about picking tax winners such as mobile capital. The actual incidence of tax 149 in real life at the point of production, exchange and consumption will then depend on the class struggle or lack of it. The low level of strike days lost indicates that capital is winning the tax battle.
Many optimal tax theoreticians intellectually if not in practice see the non-taxation of capital income as optimal. 150 Some also argue for a zero marginal tax rate at the top personal income tax rate scale because otherwise high achievers might be tempted to become low achievers. 151 They note too that tax policy has moved partly in the directions optimal tax theory has suggested. 152 Thus the Henry Tax Review hints strongly about broadening the consumption tax base and recommends a greater use of taxing fixed assets like land and resources, as well as flatter income tax rates and a less progressive income tax system. This is the Henry Tax Review drawing on optimal tax theory in the realm of the possible; it is pragmatic optimal tax theory in practice.
Nothing in this broad overview of the Henry Tax Review suggests it is outside the general vision and direction of optimal tax theory. The neoliberalism of the market and 'efficiency' dominate its thinking, vision, directions and recommendations. It is aimed at reducing the tax take on surplus value going to the State and redirecting it to capital.
The Henry Tax Review has an optimal tax theory neoliberal vision -an efficient economy 'creating' profit and jobs or in its terms 'strong and sustainable economic growth' 153 assisted by an efficient tax system or systems that impose few impediments on capital accumulation. The Review emphasises that growth is more important than redistribution. This is the idea that equity is dependent on the process of capital accumulation. Thus the Review counsels that '[w]e need policies that not only redistribute income but also promote the growth of incomes at all levels.' 154 The Review is then effectively silent on real redistribution. 155 The failure of the working class to fight industrially has resulted in a shift of the tax battle field, the tax war, in favour of capital. As Neil Brooks points out, even if the Review had a fundamental focus on progressivity, rather than mere verbiage, the real point is developing a tax system which is redistributive, which taxes the 'undeserving' (i.e. all) rich as he calls them 156 in ways which really do make Australian society more equal. 157 It should also, in Brooks' view, put wealth transfer taxes firmly on the table. 158 The underlying systemic drivers of the need for tax reform -demographic changes, demands for adequate social spending on health, education and the like, globalisation, the inefficient mix of current taxes, the need to attract foreign investment, the changing nature of Australia's role in the global economy, the rise of Asia and climate change 159 -remain. Irrespective of short term political considerations and timidity the vision and direction the Henry Tax Review has identified for tax in Australia remains relevant to all the members of the band of hostile brothers today and into the future. The Review has planted further seeds for a thoroughly neoliberal tax future. Those seeds will sprout and blossom unless there is an upsurge in class struggle to put a progressive tax system on the political and economic agenda.
V CONCLUSION
Declining profit rates across the globe and the collapse of class struggle in Australia have seen tax policy neoliberalise and move towards optimal tax theory outcomes. The Henry
Tax Review recommendations as a consequence are about increasing the amount of surplus value going to the other members of the band of hostile brothers at the expense of the state. They lay the groundwork for a further turn to neoliberal tax policy unless class struggle breaks out to put equity and equality in wages, and by extension in tax, on the table.
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